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Is your LAN working for or against you?

The chances are that you simply don't know for sure.

A company LAN, for most businesses, is a critical component. A poorly performing LAN, can slow down the efficiency of
a company and can suffer very serious consequences if the security breaks down.

But how can a LAN be cared for?

A LAN audit is an important check, as it can guide you to ensure that:-

- Your company processes are smooth running, keeping costs down
- Your customers confidentiality is kept intact, thus avoiding potential brand damage and loss of revenue
- Your business plans do not fall in the hands of the competition

We achieve this by checking the following:-

- Your PC connections to the LAN are working efficiently
- LAN throughput and traffic hot-spots are not causing performance problems
- The design of the LAN is fit for purpose
- The firewall is not presenting a security hazard
- Access to confidential information is safe

Did you know that there are spy programs called Zombies that
can potentially damage your business brand. Google is acutely aware of
these problems as it threatens the integrity of their business because a lot of the problem with click fraud is down to
Zombie programs quietly sitting on people's PCs and servers.

An audit does not guarantee 100% safety in the same that a car MOT does
not guarantee that the car will not breakdown, but what we can safely
say is that the risk will be reduced and will give you the confidence
that if something does pass through the net, you can at least show you
took proactive action and acted responsibly.
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To arrange for an initial free consultation CALL now or send us an email.
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